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Editors Note 

This is a bumper issue, because 

the rocket is being published bi-

monthly. So the next one will be 

the November issue. 

I have edited the track report. I 

cut out the weather information, 

so let me know if it’s more to 

your liking.  

If you have pictures for the 

Rocket, include some notes to go 

with it.  

Thanks, Michael 
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General Meeting 

 

 GENERAL MEETING HELD ON WEDNESDAY 15th July 2015  

President Ray Hall welcomed members and declared the meeting open at 

7.33 pm.  

Apologies: W. Hoskin, L. Castle, B. Hart, G. Muller, P. Whitehead, G. 

Burgess  

The Minutes of the Previous General Meeting: dated 17th June 2015 

were read.  

Moved: D. Hawkins. Seconded: D. Franks CARRIED  

Business Arising: Sleepers can be provided treated for 40 cents each.  

Angove Wines stairs have been collected from Renmark  

Rocket has been issued. Any stories to Michael Wilhelm please.  

New Membership Application: Remain on the table as neither was pre-

sent-  

J. Vandersee (8/15)  

P. McGregor-Russell (8/15)  

Treasurer’s Report: Attached report provided by the Treasurer.  

Moved: B. Grieger. Seconded: G. Ward. CARRIED  

Correspondence In: 1. Apology from W. Hoskin  

2. E-mail from L. Chapman re model aircraft engine  

3. Letter from auditor AFM re annual audit information required  
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 4. Letter from I. Jones and R. Wilhelm re ownership of engine.  

Correspondence Out: 1. Notice of AGM  

Moved: P. Cain Seconded: D. Franks CARRIED  

General Business:  

1. President report on Work for the Dole – general information of the new 

Work for the Dole scheme to start on 3 August 2015 for 6 months. All 

acquittals for WFD1 is available for perusal. Ray explained the procedure.  

 

Life 
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Garry showing off his 

jet drive rescue boat.  
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Track Report 

 

 

 

 

 

JUNE 2015 

Replaced cracked I.J. on L Line at switch stand No1. 

Crowed dip in high rail on M. Line at the 175m mark. 

Restored correct cant on curve leading into tunnel. 

Replaced interlock magnets on Loop Line By Pass switch from 21kg to 

14 kg to allow a lower air pressure 40 lbs 

instead of 60 lbs needed to operate this will reduce the force on the op-

erating rod linkage. David helped in this work. 

The No 2 siding at Howdy Doody Junction was removed , this track 

out into 5 short lengths for easy handling. 

The road bed was levelled by Peter using the dinky toy, a small 

amount of dolomite was recovered and put in a heap by 

the switch for use at a later date. 

The rail sections transported using the Flat Bed wagon and placed 

along side container No 2 for refurbishing into‘ T‘ rail. 

A 2m section of track before the tunnel had sunk slightly due to the 

Quad Bike continually driving over same during 

facade construction, As l went to use the Jack Hammer to tamp the 

track back to its correct level I could not as the handle clamp adjusting 

bolt thread was stripped , needs new bolt. David helped in this work. 

Cut out Yard switch No 2 that led to Container No 2 and replaced it 

with a 2.3m ' T ' rail track panel and large sleepers, 

this section butt welded one end and fish plated the other. 

The above section of track ballasted with dolomite and washed under 
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  the sleepers using the Water Wand. David helped in this work. 

Made up one length of‘ T ' rail. 

Made up one I.J. 

Transferred 30 sleepers from oil 

bath to draining rack and replaced 

with untreated ones. 

Cleaned up several lengths of old 

ladder track rail. 

With this cleaned up rail made one 

duel gauge ' T ' rail track panel and 

one ' T ' rail track panel using new 

rail. 

Repaired Jack Hammer and then 

lifted and tamped the L.L.B.P. 

track at entrance to tunnel, also restored correct cant at 

various locations between the 1O and 11 markers on the Loop Line, 

David and Mark helped to day. 

Ron delivered two lengths of 40mm x 40mm x 3mm angel which I will 

use in making fishplates. 

Made up three E.J. and one I.J. 

Made three 6m lengths of‘ T‘ rail from refurbished ladder track rail. 

Made up one 6m ' T ' rail track panel using wooden treated sleepers. 

Fitted parallel links to track resistors as these were missing when in-

stalling Relay Panel No 14 [ my error]. 

Fitted two bond wires across E.J. on turnout track leading to Yard. 

Relocated the I.J. on the southern side of tunnel to 1m from the origi-

nal location , this is to allow for the placement of a 

signal , This signal will work in unison with Signal L.B.P.1 as this sig-

nal is relay for display to the passing public , however it will indicate 
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 trains entering and leaving the tunnel section. 

The END A.S.T. board was also relocated. 

The No 1 switch at Howdy Doody Junction which was made of Ladder 

track was removed today. 

Ray using the Furgy tractor levelled and dragged the surplus road bed 

back towards the Flyover as the new track would 

require some soil build up to reach the correct cross level. When this 

was done two pre-made ' T ' rail track panels were 

collected from the Steaming up tracks and loaded onto the flat bed 

wagon for transport to the Junction where they were 

Fish plated to the Loop Line Junction switch, the ladder track with 

sleepers loaded on the flat wagon and unloaded 

alongside Container No 2. 

ROLLING STOCK. 

During the above movement it was found that the flange on one bogie 

had a section broken off, this bogie was replaced 

with the spare, and I have taken home the faulty bogie to see if I can 

turn up a new flange. 

David and Mark helped with Ray using the Furgy tractor. 

Ray advised that it may be possible to have the pine sleepers treated 

against White ants. 

Made up 5 E.J's. 

Made up 1 I.J. 

Made up 6 lengths of‘ T ' rail, with this rail and two previous made’ T ' 

rail 4 track panels were made, David helped in 

this work. 

ROLLING STOCK. 
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 The Flat bed wagon was run on the elevated track in workshop so the 

bogie turntable and side bearers could be greased. 

On turning down the wheel with the broken flange found the axle sec-

tion containing the bearings were badly worn on both 

axles, I discussed this with Allen as a method to repair he said he could 

carry out the repairs. 

Checked all signals and switches found switch No 5 not working to 

reverse position, air leaking from pilot air valve, 

replaced valve with the spare and 

tested O.K. faulty valve taken home 

for checking. 

Transported the four pre-made track 

panels to Howdy Doody Junction 

using flatbed wagon, the first two 

panels were Butt- 

welded together and the second two 

were treated the same, the first two 

panels were fish plated to the junction switch the 

second two fish plated to the first two panels this makes a distance of 

24m of track laid, Mark, David and Agro helped 

today. 

Public Run Day, good attendance 130 trains were run. 

Shunt signal No S 3 yellow aspect flickering, check Wednesday. 

JULY 2015 

Checked Shunt Signal No S3. found the earth connecting pin dirty. 

Checked the operation of Switch No 14 found pilot air valve leaking, 

removed unit and taken home for service. 

Cleaned up three lengths of old ladder track rail, one of these too badly 

bent for use on a Main Line so it was put away for future use on a 
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  shunting track. The other two lengths were made into ' T ' rail, two ' T‘ 

rail track panels made up using one refurbished rail and one new ' T ' 

rail. David helped in this work. 

Replaced pilot air valve in switch motor 14 and tested O.K. 

Made up one more wheel chock. 

Cleaned up two 6m lengths of old rail. 

Made up three track panels using new and refurbished rail, these track 

panels then transported to the new track extension. 

A new grinder was purchased. 

David and Mark helped in this work. 

Public run day acc school holidays. 

Transferred 25 sleepers from treatment bath to draining rack and re-

placed with untreated ones. 

Cleaned up two 6m lengths of old ladder track rail and made up two 

lengths of‘ T‘ rail, made up one ' T ' rail track panel. 

David helped in this work. 

Cleaned up two 6m lengths of old ladder 

track rail. 

The five track panels that were located at 

the end of the new track extension were 

put together, the first two 6m panels 

butt welded together the other end fish 

plated to the next two butt welded track panels the last panel fish 

plated, this will be 

the end of work on this new track until new rail and flat is purchased, 

the fishplates used were the non expansion type as I did not wont the 

rails to creep which would close the rail gap. David helped in this 

work. 

Made up two fishplates. 
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 Dropped 1/2 truck of dolomite on turnout lead at Howdy Doody Junc-

tion. 

Replaced three fishplates with I.J.s as a start to Signalling the Junction. 

Started to dig holes for signal mast bases but soil to hard needs a post 

hole digger, David and Mark helped today. 

Made up two fishplates. 

Replaced three more fishplates at the 

Junction with I.J.s. Two more to fit 

later this will then complete the insu-

lated section for the future signalling of 

the Junction, there are 16 bond wires to 

weld in place. 

Made up one I.J. Checked operation of 

signals and switches for the Sunday run 

day. 

Mark nailed gunned two of the small size plastic sleepers together and 

this made 110 large sleepers. 

Transferred 28 sleepers from oil bath to draining rack and replaced 

with untreated ones . David helped in this work. 

Public Run Day, 105 trains were run. 

Switch No 14 sluggish in operation. 

The top normal speed aspect on Signal No A 1 failed to light, checked 

plug , no more trouble, will check Wednesday. 

Removed pilot air valve from Switch No 14 and taken home to service. 

Sorted out cut sleepers for stacking on pallets for transport to James-

town for white ant treatment each pallet contains 500 sleepers. 

The old ladder track that was added to the Lay By siding removed to-

day and transported to work shop . 

Checked operation of Signal No A 1 could not fault. 
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 David and Allan helped in this work. 

K.W.L. HAMPEL. 
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The best thing about September is that the footy 

is just about over and the smell of methanol will 

fill the air again over the summer from 410 

Sprintcars on the Nations Speedways. 

 

The Penfield Possie is about to spring back 

into life with a 12 meeting racing season from 

October to March. 

 

Things have been happening in the sheds be-

longing to the Posse. Cars have been made 

and some paint has been sprayed. 

 

Michael Fyfe and Colin Kane have built two 

wingless sprints based on the HPI Baja, and have two new Sprintcars 

under construction. Bryan Meade looks to have an ex Brian “O” 

Sprintcar, with pump up Bishop Tires. 

 

Coop has finished the new Beagle Chassis #3 Sprintcar. Grant Muller 

has done a fantastic job of the rebuild of the ex Jim Bell Predator 

Sprintcar . “Tall” Paul and Shane Stevens have turned some good win-

ter laps. 

 

As mentioned last issue the “Smurf” has three sprintcars to choose 

from – the Beagle, Smurf or NAC ??? 

Having not seen Dale Goldfinch for a while there is no doubt about it 

that his performance from last season will continue and he will fit in 

his hobby between his sport of Championship 

Wood Chopping. 

 

2014 Australian Midget/Speedcar Champion 

and 2015 SA Champion, Christopher Burgess 

Penfield Posse 

Tip 

Now is the time to get 

spare parts before the 

Christmas, New Year 

spare parts supply 

drought hits. 
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 hopes to fit in some races between Uni. Studies and pre-season footy 

training with West Adelaide. 

 

Our Rocket Editor, Michael Wilhelm has been spending a lot of time 

with the traffic light and scoreboard system to be introduced soon. 

 

Michael is a quiet achiever and come race night he can be relied upon 

to put in some very good laps. I believe he has a couple of ‘A’ Main 

wins in him this season. 

 

Have heard a little rumour that at least three of our sprintcar teams 

have a different right rear tire arriving for trial from a town named 

Springvale? 

 

Todd Bishop has added photos of 

“Burgers” Aus 1 Speedcar and 

“Coops” #3 Sprintcar to the Gallery 

page of his website. 

 

A big thank you to Michael, Paul and 

Pete for the effort put into the Control 

Tower. 

 

For those full size 

Sprintcar fans who wish to get a real fix this summer, there is 9 race 

meetings in 11 days at the end of January. Melbourne, Mt Gambier for 

2 nights and Warrnambool for 7 nights. There will be a few of the 

Posse at some, if not all of these 

meetings watching the best 

Americans and Aussies get it 

done. 

John Cooper 
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2015 G1 Invitation Run  

Another successful year with a gorgeous day, numbers were up a little 

over last year but lower than 2013, we seem to have captured the mar-

ket with stagnant numbers although we had a few non gauge 1 model-

lers this year who were quite impressed with our facilities and railway, 

I think they will return and I hope they spread the word and bring back 

others next year. 

We have 2 objectives for the day we run, one is to showcase our club 

and provide a suitable venue for others to want to come and run G1 

trains. The other is fund raising for our section, i.e. the garden railway. 

l feel we have achieved our first aim and I hope that will continue to 

improve, the second was a disappointment this year with less bottom 

line profit over previous years. 

Before next year we will work on the stated objectives and hopefully 

improve on both, there is always room for improvement. 

I would like to thank Nancy, Ron and Len for their great effort in 

cooking and presenting the meals and the other G1 modellers for the 

work they have put in to get our railway looking and running as good 

as it does. 

Wayne for the Garden Railway Group 

 

 

 

Did you know? 
* News and information about your club * 
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News from the G1 Railway 

It has been a couple of months now since the AALS Convention and this is 
the first chance I have had to congratulate the gang on the great job of get-
ting our railway running in time for the convention, John was the star per-
former in this project when he took on that thankless task of building rock 
walls all over again, at least the rocks didn’t have to be carted from Mannum 
this time, we wouldn’t have made our deadline without his effort. 
 

And the rest of the crew cannot be forgotten or go unmentioned, the 
Wednesday gang led by Geoff pulled their weight as well, a lot had to be 
done and I have to say that I was doubting that we would succeed at one 
stage, we did have a contingency plans but we pulled it off, good job fella’s. 
 

And we haven’t been idle since 
then, the structure of the railway is 
complete and we are laying track as 
funds permit, we are nearly there. 
The Wednesday crew have been 
plugging away as well, with their 
efforts this railway will be a very 
nice looking feature for the club, 
and we hope for many years to 
come, we are all too old to do it 
again. To make our work easier in the future we are fitting an automatic 
dripper system to keep the plants alive with minimal effort, Brian and new 
member Peter can be seen digging 
the trench for the water feed that 
has to run right around the railway, 
from this drippers will be run up to 
all the plants that have been planted 
by Dennis and Geoff.  
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 Peter has also planted a Tea Tree and has 
offered to prune it to control its growth to 
keep it to a scale size; other trees are com-
ing as well, thank you Peter. 
 
 
The problem that us old fella’s will have to 
walk up and over this railway to access the 
inside operating area has been overcome by 
John and Ron, John has been building up the 
steps on the outside and Ron has fabricated a 
lovely set of steps that have recently been set 
in place, his next task is a handrail for the out-
side steps, these safe steps are a pleasure to 
use, a further aid to the advancing age of all of 
us so we can continue to enjoy our hobby! 
 

Geoff also has to be commended on building 
the bridges that span the access chasm, Ron 
has helped weld these up in between step du-
ties and painting signs, no wonder he goes home tired! And speaking of 
bridges, our (my) original plan was to have a curved concrete arch viaduct at 
the southern end of the railway, I’m not sure if that plan will come to frui-
tion, the interim bridge will be further modelled on the Murray Bridge, Geoff 
has built the thru truss part over the chasm, mine will be the deck girder 
section that spans the flood pan section of Murray Bridge – well something 
like it. 
 

And our minds are never idle, the present 
plateau (or Mesa as I member referred to 
it as) is going to be built up with more 
rock and dirt and a quarry with a mock 
conveyer to feed our hopper car loading 
bin, we hope to create a few areas like 
this that are detailed to add some charac-
ter and a degree of realism to our railway.  
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 And how do we feel about the new railway? Ecstatic come so mind, it has 
exceeded all our expectations, the railway is well received by the public, 
visually it is so much better than what we had before, and I feel our prime 
location is a huge plus, we are pretty well first sight people see when they 
come in and don’t the kids love it, they make a beeline for us and most can’t 
get enough, and if we can get a fenced walkway between us and the pond 
the public can have a 360 degree experience, we can then interact with 
them and they love to talk with us and ask questions, it all adds to their ex-
perience. 
 

What else is on our agenda? 

- We have our 5th Gauge 1 Invitation Run coming up but we are pretty well 
set to go on that, we just need the numbers to make it a successful day. 
- More track is yet to be laid, mainly in the branch line yard. 
- More plants and land scaping to ‘finish off’ our miniature railway. 
- The watering system to install. 
- Bridges to finish off. 
- Some shade or shelter, there isn’t any natural shade to speak of and sum-
mer might be a bit hot out there, that’s the price we pay for moving to a 
quiet neighbourhood! 
- And most important of all, too run trains and enjoy the company of a great 
bunch of fellow G1 modellers. 
 

Till next time. Wayne 
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The Gallery 

Pictures from Len and 

Ellen Castles holiday 

up North. 
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General Working Bees are held every Saturday 

Please do your bit to support the club! 

 

On Open Days Members are asked to arrive early to help 
set up equipment etc. for use on the day, then to assist to 
pack up afterwards. Additionally, everyone is requested 
to, wherever possible, operate their models until the con-

clusion of the Open Day. 


